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Since formulating our Climate Action Plan in 2011,
Wells has steadily worked
to reduce its annual emissions of greenhouse gases
from the use of fossil fuels.
We have made the most
progress in reducing our
Scope 2 emissions (in red)
from purchased electricity;
we now purchase 100%
renewable energy credits to
completely offset these
emissions. Overall, we have
achieved a 55% reduction
from our 2008 emissions
baseline levels! We calculated our 2017-18 emissions
and show this nice decline:
Annual greenhouse gas emissions
Scope 3 = study
abroad and
campus waste

Scope 1 = building heating
and campus fleet

In this issue:

Fall 2018 Sustainability Events
We are still programming events for the fall semester but, at press time, the following talks
are scheduled in our Sustainability Perspectives series, which looks at sustainability from a variety of viewpoints. These talks are held on Mondays at 12:20PM in Zabriskie Hall Room 106.
Sept. 10 Municipal Sustainability in Ithaca, NY
Nick Goldsmith, Sustainability Coordinator, City of Ithaca and Town of Ithaca
Nick will give an overview of sustainability efforts in Ithaca, NY including their green building policy,
electric vehicle accelerator program and other planning efforts.
Sept. 17 Resource and Waste Implications of the Consumer Electronic Product Ecosystem
Callie Babbitt, assoc. prof. of Sustainability, Golisano Institute for Sustainability, RIT
The growing integration of consumer electronics in modern society poses a myriad of sustainability
challenges. This presentation will overview broad challenges of sustainability and our digital addiction and
talk about new solutions that take inspiration from nature.
Sept. 24 What is an Energy Smart Community?
Charleen Heidt, community outreach coordinator, Energy Smart Community program, NYSEG
The Energy Smart Community is a pilot program that is part of New York's REV (Reforming the
Energy Vision). The future of energy is rapidly changing, and NYSEG is changing with it, starting with
modernizing the energy grid to respond to today’s energy demands, delivering energy more efficiently, reliably, and sustainably to the entire Tompkins County community.
Oct. 1 Thinking Historically, Acting Locally: The Power of Local Environmental History
Michael Smith, associate professor, Department of History, Ithaca College
Smith has partnered with The History Center in Tompkins County to facilitate local environmental
history research projects for students in his History of American Environmental Thought class. He will
share some of the insights into teaching and learning derived from this work and how it can be replicated.
Oct. 15 Climate Change Attitudes and Social Networks
Scott Erickson, professor of Marketing, School of Business, Ithaca College
Social relationships can have an impact on how attitudes are formed. Erickson will describe his study
to determine climate change attitudes/behaviors and social connections, the results of which provide
guidance in using personal relationships and social norming for positive sustainability outcomes,
Oct. 22 Opening More Sustainable Doors (and Windows)
Deb Callahan ’85, chief executive officer, National Fenestration Rating Council
Learn about the NFRC’s origins during the 1980s energy crisis, its current role in green building,
and why efficient doors and windows matter.
Oct. 29 Introducing WELL: Putting the Human First
Courtney Royal, WELL AP, LEED AP BD+C, senior sustainability consultant, TAITEM Engineering
The WELL Building Standard is revolutionizing the way people think about buildings. It explores how
design, operations and behaviors within the places where we live, work, learn and play can be optimized to advance human health and well-being.
Nov. 5 Changing How Schools Feed Kids: Healthy & Sustainable!
Amie Hamlin, executive director, Coalition for Healthy School Food
Learn about the work of a small non-profit that is changing how schools feed kids. Learn about the
programs and accomplishments of the Coalition for Healthy School Food as well as the health and environmental benefits of changing school food.
Nov. 12 Principles of a Pluralist Commonwealth for a Sustainable Cayuga
J. Justin Woods, JD, LLM, MPA, County Administrator, Cayuga County
Woods will explain the principles of pluralism, cooperation, decentralization, community, and environmental sustainability, and will outline a policy vision for how we can collectively build a more sustainable Cayuga County.
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The Princeton Review, which ranks higher ed institutions in various categories to assist students with making
college choices, updated our college profile for 2018. Utilizing data we shared with them from our AASHE
STARS Gold Rating, Princeton Review upgraded our Sustainability rating from 90/99 to 92/99. We still await
the release of the organization’s latest Guide to Green Colleges, in which Wells has been included for the past
three years. Wells ranked in the top 15 for sustainability among the three dozen NY institutions evaluated.
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Academics

In June, professor of
Economics
and Sustainability Kent
Klitgaard
and the Wells College campus
played host to the four-day
annual conference of the International Society for BioPhysical
Economics, titled “Developing
Economics for a Resource
Constrained World”. Kent, a
founding member of the society, delivered several conference presentations, including
“BioPhysical Economics So
Far”, “Teaching Economic and
Environmental Sustainability”,
and “Jevons’ Paradoxes”. Kent
also enlisted the support of
some of his academic colleagues at Wells, including a
welcoming talk, “Sustainability
and Biophysical Economics at
Wells”, delivered by Center
for Sustainability director
Marian Brown. Mathematics
professor Tom Stiadle offered “A Little Bit about Dynamics and Perception” and
assistant professor of Education Marcie Belfi presented
“Engaging Millennials in BigPicture Issues Through the
Use of Instructional Technology.” This ISBE conference
attracted the most participants in the society’s ten-year
history, and was notable for
welcoming attendees from
across the US and Canada, as
well as biophysical economists
from other countries around
the globe.

Running the numbers
We compiled the
number of
majors and
minors we
have graduated since our Sustainability academic program
began in Fall 2014:
Sustainability major: 1
Sustainability minors: 7
Sustainable Food Systems
minors: 2
Double minors (Sustainability /
Sustainable Food Systems): 1

We l l s pr ing
Sustainability Academic Program Updates
New sustainability curriculum:
Proposed revisions to the sustainability major and minor curricula,
developed by the faculty teaching
sustainability courses, were approved by the Curriculum Committee and by the entire faculty in late
spring; these curricular changes will impact new students who declare sustainability as a course of study.
Among the biggest changes, SUS 195 Critical Thinking
about Sustainability is now a required course for both
the sustainability major and minor. INTL 350 Comparative Environmental Policy Analysis is now an elective instead of a major requirement. We reorganized
the major electives to fall within the three sustainability “pillars” (Environmental, Economic, and Social)
plus we added and deleted electives as appropriate.
We are limited in how many changes we can make
to an approved major without having it be reevaluated by the NYS Department of Education. (It
took 2 years for NYSED to approve our Bachelor of
Arts in Sustainability!) We are more free to make
changes to academic minors, so we updated the
Sustainability minor, including newer electives like
FOOD 201 Introduction to Gardening, ENVR 204 The
Climate System, ANTH 231 Culture and Water (which
was previously offered only as a first year seminar).
Old course, new faculty: BIOL 325L Limnology has
been offered before but is now being taught by a
new, full-time faculty member in the Environmental
Science department. Limnology is the study of the
biological, chemical, geological, and physical aspects
of fresh waters, with emphasis on the study of lakes
and streams as ecosystems and the biology of organisms that inhabit these water bodies. Joining profes-

sors Niamh O’Leary and Jackie Schnurr (who
holds joint appointments in Environmental Science
and Biology) is assistant professor of
Environmental Science Kinga
Stryszowska-Hill. Kinga earned her
PhD in Environmental Science and
Ecology from Clarkson University,
her Masters in Environmental Science from University of New Haven, and her Bachelors in Environmental Studies
from Adelphi University. Kinga is a wetland ecologist who focuses on wetland ecological assessment, biodiversity sampling, ecological and statistical modelling, and GIS. She has prior environmental consulting experience. Before joining Wells,
Kinga was an Environmental Science lecturer at
SUNY Plattsburgh. With Dr. O’Leary on sabbatical this year, Kinga will also teach ENVR 101 Introduction to Environmental Science, required for Sustainability majors and minors. Welcome aboard!
Old course, new name: What used to be called
“Management for a Small Planet” (BUS 365) was
approved to be retitled as “Business Sustainability &
Social Responsibility”. This course provides a unique
focus regarding the burgeoning concern for sustainability and sustainable organizational practices.
The course looks at how large multinational corporations, as well as smaller organizations, are making substantial commitments to the "triple bottom line" of
economic success, social responsibility, and environmental protection.
BUS 365 is taught by Erinn Ryen,
assistant professor of Business.

Invasive Species Research Collaboration

Jaclyn Schnurr, professor of Biology and Environmental Science, was invited to join a multi-institutional
partnership studying biological controls of the highly invasive pale and black swallow-wort plants. For
several years, Jackie and her research students have studied pale swallow-wort, which pose real problems in Northeastern fields and forests, including significant infestations at Wells. A Ukrainian moth,
Hypena opulenta, shows promise in keeping these invasive weeds in check. Like the Hypena moth, pale
swallow-wort originates in the Ukraine, while black swallow-wort is native to the Mediterranean region
of Europe. Both species were likely introduced to the United States in the 1800s. With no North American natural enemies, these climbing vines threaten plant and animal habitats. Swallow-worts out-compete
milkweed (a native relative of swallow-wort) where monarch butterflies lay their eggs and their larvae
feed. Hypena opulenta larvae feed exclusively on the leaves of pale and black swallow-wort. In the lab, H.
opulenta larvae successfully fed on both pale and black swallow-wort and after years of research to verify
H. opulenta’s safety to ecosystems, the moth was approved for field release by the United States Department of Agriculture last year. Earlier this summer, a team of botanists and entomologists released the
moths into research field cages at Great Gully Nature Preserve in Union Springs and at the Cornell University Agricultural Experiment Station’s Musgrave Research Farm in Aurora. The field trial will allow the
team to study how the larvae survive and establish themselves in natural conditions. The NYS Invasive
Species Research Institute at Cornell University assembled a team of collaborators all working independently on different aspects of swallow-wort ecology and
control, including Jackie and other researchers from SUNY
College of Environmental Science and Forestry, SUNY
Cortland, and University of Rhode Island. Jackie and her students will no doubt stay very busy conducting field research
to monitor the impact of this biological control agent.

Adult Hypena moth; larva feeding on swallow-wort.
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Repurposing campus trees

Less is More…

A year of Print ReLeaf

Jim Button, foreman of the Facilities
Grounds crew, made good use of some
timber obtained from black locust trees
harvested on campus. Using a portable saw
mill, Jim had the timber cut into useful sizes
and lengths. Because black locust is remarkably hard and rot resistant, 4x4 posts were
fabricated for use to create new traffic barriers and bridge components up at the
Wells golf course. Jim even used some of
the remaining boards for the interior support members and top for the matching
wooden enclosure he fabricated to cover
the old animal
water trough that
was itself repurposed to hold
vegetable plants at
the Sommer Center garden.

Laurie Turo Butler, administrative assistant
for Academic and Student Affairs, handles
the annual bulk order of office paper for
office and computer lab use. According to
Laurie, we have dramatically downsized the
amount of office paper we consume; she has
gone from ordering 240 cases (6 pallets) of
office paper in 2013 to just 84 cases (2 pallets) this year – a 65% decrease. Compared
to last year, Laurie ordered
a third less paper to replenish our inventory. In even
better news, all the paper
Laurie orders through the
NY State contract is American made with 30% postconsumer recycled content,
and is certified to have been
sourced from responsibly
managed timber stands.

Our Information Technology group continues to work with Toshiba Print Management, the company with whom they contract to provide our network printers, to
implement the Print Releaf program. Based
on the number of pages Wells prints, for
every tree’s worth of paper consumed, the
Print Releaf reforestation partner our campus community selected, U.S.-based Trees
Water & People, will plant a certain number
of trees. Since July 2017, Print Releaf certificates sent to us indicate that have we
printed 705,594 standard pages. That paper
usage equates to 85 trees that Print ReLeaf
will add to the reforestation project on the
Pine Ridge
Indian
Reservation
in South
Dakota.

Hardly a wasted effort!

Beyond just reporting during the 8-week RecycleMania contest (see results in Spring 2018 Wellspring issue), we track our landfill trash, recycling and composting tonnage throughout the year. Midyear, with the changeover from Wells Dining to Hallmark, we began to get information on the trash and recycling done by the dining program; that information was not shared before. Now, Facilities handles the Dining
Hall and Well waste hauling contract along with that for the rest of campus. However, unlike the reports of actual weights
based upon pickups of the compacted landfill trash and commingled recycling from campus, our contract pays for monthly
emptying of dining-related waste containers. However, we can use the EPA’s volume-to-weight calculations - widely accepted as fairly accurate - to estimate the total tonnage of landfill trash, commingled recyclables, and cardboard collected
through our dining program. We have added those estimates to our overall campus waste diversion calculations to provide a more accurate picture of total campus waste for the year. As of June 30, we collected 66 tons of landfill waste from
all operations. That sounds like a lot – and it is! – but it actually marks a significant decline (nearly 20%) from last year’s reported landfill
trash tonnage (which didn’t include that dining-related trash). We separately track and report “construction and demolition” debris,
which totaled 17.48 tons; this was also half of what was reported in the same period last year. Per RecycleMania guidelines, we add commingled recycling weights (15.51 tons) to the weight of cardboard collected for recycling (19.50 tons) to get a combined weight of 35
tons of recyclables. This marks a 35% diversion of recyclables from landfill trash. When you add in the weight of our collected compostable food waste this year (45 tons!), we post a truly impressive 55% diversion of recyclable/compostable materials out of landfill trash. In
July, the EPA announced national recycling and composting rates for the U.S. in 2015; the U.S. recycling and composting rate was 34.7%.
Wells is WAY ahead of that figure. Note that these recycling rates don’t include either move-out collections or e-waste (see more below).

One person’s “trash”...

When all was said and done, we collected over 2,150 pounds of items
during our Trash2Treasure move-out collection. After weighing, sorting and evaluating the condition of everything we received from residence hall drop spots, we sent several boxes of non-perishable foods
to both the campus Food Pantry and to the King Ferry Food Pantry.
We directed still-usable clothing, costumes, crafts, housewares and
Odd Sock Mountain
room furnishings to
the Bargain Basement reuse space in the
basement of Main— far more than ever
before! - plus we restocked the RUMPUS
Room in Macmillan with office and school
supplies. We are grateful to Finger Lakes
ReUse for coming to campus to haul away

Bargain Basement shelves fully loaded

the remainder for resale in their Ithaca stores;
it created a substantial pile on the sidewalk
outside Zabriskie Hall while awaiting pickup.

Yes, that really IS an artificial
Christmas tree left behind..

Recycling Electronic Waste

During last fiscal year, over 2,304 pounds
of electronic waste was collected by our
Information Technology group for recycling; much of that weight was in older
computer CRTs and televisions. The hard
drives of all computers and laptops sent
for recycling are certified as being completely destroyed, so no college or personal data is compromised. Our recycler,
EWASTE+ from Rochester, is certified by
the NY Department of
Environmental Conservation as an "electronic waste
recycling facility", where all
the materials contained in
electronic waste are separated and prepared for use
or reuse in new products
and any waste materials
disposed of responsibly.
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Outreach

Sustainability is a decision-making framework for continuous improvement that mindfully
takes into account the social, environmental, and economic impacts of our choices.

Hosting HABs Harriers

Center for Sustainability
and the Environment
Marian Brown, Director
Wells College
170 Main Street
Office: 213 Zabriskie Hall
Aurora NY 13026
Phone: 315-364-3304
E-mail: mbrown@wells.edu or
sustainability@wells.edu

We’re on the Web:
www.wells.edu/sustainability
Wells Center for
Sustainability and
the Environment

@Wells Sust Center

Along with Environmental Science professor Niamh O’Leary, the Center
for Sustainability hosted staff from the Community Science Institute, the Cayuga Lake Watershed Network, and the Finger Lakes Water Hub offering training for community volunteers willing to assist with coordinated efforts to
monitor Cayuga Lake for the presence of Harmful Algal Blooms (HABs).
HABs occurred several
times during summer
2017, closing the public swimming beach at the college dock and necessitating shutdown of the drinking
water intake system. Over 20 area residents attended this session and most signed up to be HAB Harriers this season, monitoring and regularly reporting on
a designated section of Cayuga Lake waterfront, and gathering samples of water suspected of containing HABs for further testing. Among the HAB trainers was Tony Prestigiacomo (photo above), research scientist with the Finger Lakes Water Hub; Tony presented on NY DEC’s Finger Lakes water
management efforts for our Fall 2017 Sustainability Perspectives series.

A2A Final Standings
From March 25 through Commencement, 39 campus community members
formed ten teams to compete in the Aurora2Aurora walking challenge, a
friendly competition to encourage employee health and fitness. Staff Forum
challenged each team to walk least 700 miles over 8 weeks in order to
meet or exceed the 700-mile distance between Aurora NY and Aurora IL,
hence the name of the activity. Results were announced at the summer picnic; two teams each logged
over 1,150 miles: Pop Sugar and the Sustainable Stompers. All tolled, the A2A walkers logged a whopping 7,967.31 miles, five times the round trip Aurora2Aurora distance. All participants received a reusable Wells red fitness towel because, really, everybody who got more physically active was a winner!
Market
participants

The Center for Sustainability provided compostable bowls, spoons
and napkins for Ice Cream Social
in early August. Senior staff wielded the ice cream scoops: (from left)
Provost Cindy Speaker; Robert
Cree, chief financial officer; Jenn
Michael, dean of students; and
president Jon Gibralter. We also
provided compostable serviceware for the employee Summer
Picnic in June. We also supplied a
Green Golfin’ Goodie Basket, filled
with recycled golf balls and compostable tees, as a prize for that
day’s golf outing.

JuneJuly
2017

Total #
vendors

21

Ave. #
vendors/wk

13

Vendor # high

16

Vendor # low

8

Growers

6

Food prod.

5

Crafters

10

Ave #
patrons/wk

211

Patron # hi

384

JuneJuly
2018

Aurora Farmers Market grows

The Aurora Farmers Market, a project of the Center for Sustainability, reopened
for its fifth season on the first weekend in June (Reunion Weekend) at its
29
now-permanent location on the lawn adjacent to the Wells College Boat
House. This year’s student market manager is Dana Grover, a rising Wells
16
sophomore majoring in Sustainability and minoring in Business Management.
Our market continues to grow, both in vendor quantity and diversity and in
21
the number of shoppers who patronize us each week. While we always feel
12
we could do better, a year-over-year comparison with the same period in
7
2017 shows steady gains. We again received Cayuga County Health Network
6
funding to pay a Cornell Cooperative
16
Extension nutrition educator to offer
235 food demonstrations onsite, featuring
easy recipes using fresh seasonal fruits
375 and vegetables bought from our vendors.

Alumni Learn about Sustainability

For Reunion College, the day of learning that annually kicks off the alumni reunion weekend in early
June, sustainability was featured in two sessions. Lindsay Burwell, assistant professor of Chemistry,
and Laura McClusky, professor of Sociology and Anthropology and coordinator of the Sustainable
Food System minor, explained the FOOD 201 Introduction to Gardening class that bridges sustainability,
business, natural sciences, social sciences and the arts. These participants in this
team-taught course discussed this popular, interdisciplinary curricular experiWatch the 60-second video about ment that allows faculty to share their gardening expertise and passions. The
our Sustainability major, part of a Center for Sustainability hosted an Open House where, along with posters explaining some of our programs, we offered the popular Water Challenge, a
video series filmed and edited by
blind water taste test pitting Wells College's tap water against two bottled waJanice Cheng in Admissions.
https://www.youtube.com/watch? ter products. We got an additional opportunity that day to show off what we
v=GlTM1o8l2J8&list=PLnMd_vTF do since Zabriskie Hall was “ground zero” for a Wells Warm-Up session for
incoming first year students and their families. Those campus “newbies” got to
dD-pE-3g0S7aIDYHcHQx3TnSX
mix in with returning Wells alumni to learn about Wells’ sustainability efforts.

